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Every woman can accentuate her God-given beauty using the concealed treasures of the ancient Scriptures.Ginger
Garrett reveals how every female may accent her God-given beauty using the hidden treasures of the ancient Scriptures-
where every scent and every work of beautification had spiritual and emotional significance.A woman's longing to
provide herself as physically gorgeous is universal.Ladies who browse the book will understand the essential oils and
fragrances mentioned in Scripture (and just why they are building a comeback) and will be in a position to create a
routine based on all-natural ancient items and methods. Their beauty was a gift from God, and God also provided the
many foods, spices, and natural oils that perfected each woman's appearance.Beauty Secrets of the Bible offers readers
what other beauty books lack: the knowledge that a woman's exclusive earthly beauty is indeed a blessing from God
that can be cultivated. There are no books that examine the beauty practices of biblical women, the plants and products
God created to accent their beauty, and the spiritual roots of feminine rituals. InBeauty Secrets of the Bible, Ginger
Garrett assists readers accent their God-given beauty using these secrets. Beauty is extolled through the entire Bible as
complementing God's plan for women's lives.Gorgeous women abound in the Bible: Queen Esther, the bride of Solomon,
Delilah, Rachel, Sarah, and more.
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Incredible beauty concepts lacking from the 21st century Fantastic book! This consists of many body positive
information and tips that I've by no means read anywhere else. ?? What a great, accepting, and encouraging way to
celebrate the bodies God gave us and figure out how to treat ourselves just like the treasures God says we are. love this
little book I really like this little publication. I hope to instill these truths about our bodies and the need to look after
them to my own daughters. Thank you Ginger. I want the recipes section had been shorter and the first section of the
book had been longer, but it's still superb.! A Great Place to begin I started looking for books about normal skincare
after it was suggested to me that maybe my chemical filled beauty routine may be causing my infertility. the second
half with natural skin care recipes, etc, didn't appeal if you ask me, but I'm providing it to somebody who does enjoy
producing her own skin creams and cleansers. I have been intrigued with the kind of beauty remedies Queen Esther
would have done and then did a Bible Study including Esther last year which rekindled my curiosity and when I searched
for info on the topic, this publication came up. I finished the bulk of the book during the period of 3 evenings, but I
completed the 28 times of devotions today. I am informing every woman I know about this book! My husband is even
using a few of the ideas. Also her source list includes websites for cosmetics and body maintenance systems that do not
contain dangerous ingredients and preservatives..particularly the essential olive oil for moisturizing. Interesting,
Informative & The wonder recipes are fantastic and I've tried among the day bath recipes already. Great resource to get
back to what God designed for us. As a biblical/botanical perfumer I appreciated this book and the look into the need for
the our feeling of smell. Slightly disappointed. It is time to provide the amazing principals of perfumery back into
worship and into our day to day life. I adored it! Understand just how these products work with our bodies. I really like
the first 1/2 of the book most effective by far; THEREFORE I searched the Kindle shop and downloaded MANY samples,
read MANY reviews before buying this book. Throw out the old thought process about what you put on your skin layer
and try something healthful and fresh with the help from this book! Great Book A must read! Loved it. Simple
instructions of easy to find ingredients This book is strictly what I was looking for. Simple instructions of no problem
finding ingredients. I have my own copy which I've read over and over, underlined, dog-eared, etc, and today I've just
purchased one to give away.I gave this to my Mom as a gift! It wasn't too exciting. We are able to do stuff simplier and
better for ourselves and our households, along with saving cash! If we are saving $$$, we are able to then use that
better for God's benefit. Thank you, Ginger! We are fearfully and wonderfully made in fact it is no incident that our
feeling of smell can be an important gateway. We all have been enjoying this. The only thing that saved it had been that
it was broken up by days. I did so not learn much new information about cosmetics and Biblical beauty. Slightly
disappointed. Five Stars Great book, I love the author's energy also, very accurate. I am using this within an Ladies
Home Bible Study. I will mention that I work in the cosmetics department selling one of the nations prestige brands
even though I get free item for doing that, I am loving these natural products so much that I am making the switch
permanant. Inspiring My daughter-in-law explained concerning this book and We ordered it the moment I got home! It is
a brief, easy read filled with very helpful information presented within an interesting way. The author seems to have
completely researched this topic. The beauty treatments that she gives are created with ingredients that just about
everyone has inside our pantry, but she also lists assets for the much less common ingredients.. I feel refreshed and
renewed and my pores and skin looks fantastic (it really is glowing). I really like the biblical basis and the promotion of
healthy eating, healthy exercise, and then embracing the body ( even whether it's not currently "fashionable") and living
an enormous life! Loved it. Beauty treatments can be found best in your pantry. I take advantage of essential oils more
now. Plenty of natural tips These secrets could be appreciated after reading the publication." Whenever I obtain
tempted to fall back to diet craziness I reread the section on fat in this publication.What I value about this publication is
summed up in this estimate, "Your natural weight is simply defined as the weight you comfortably maintain with a
lifestyle of daily workout and healthy eating. Beauty treatments are available right in your pantry. I am so glad I read
this publication. I in the beginning bought the kindle but wished a physical copy so got the publication. I have utilized
the receipt and find I enjoy how Personally i think. I started using honey and powdered goat milk as a result of reading
this reserve and my skin hasn't felt better.
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